II. THE SUPPRESSION FACTOR AND JAMMING

EQUATION
The main object of researching is the jamming suppression factor in the process of quantitative analysis of the communications jamming effectiveness. The jamming suppression factor is defined as the ratio of communication receiver input power and signal power when the jamming is effective. To achieve effective interference, the bit error rate of communication receiver should reach a certain extent, affect the correct to receive, it is said that the communication is effectively suppressed. So the suppression factor is defined as the ratio of the interference power and signal power when the bit error rate reaches the limits of receiving correctly, it is denoted by a K .
The jamming equation is the relationship of the position and energy of the communications transmitter, receiver and jammer when communication is effective interference. In the VLF communication confrontation, if one side wants the jamming to be success, it must make the ratio of jamming and signal power enter the VLF receiver greater than the requirements to suppress system, that is to meet jamming equation.
After the vlf transmitter and jammer are determined, in the natural communication area which is defined as N Q , the part in which the formula (1) 
IV. THE CALCULATION OF JAMMING SUPPRESSING ZONE
The attenuation of vlf radio wave propagation can be defined as
Where K is a constant, t R is the propagation distance between transmitter and receiver.
Therefore, the jamming equation can be turned into 
,then formula(5) can be simplified to
T is the location of transmitter, if T is the origin, the direction points to jammer J is defined as X-axis, then we can set up the cartesian coordinate system showed in the figure 2. 
